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MTR Welcomes GREEN@COMMUNITY Setting up in Tsing Yi Station 
MTR’s Carbon Wallet Linked to GREEN$ of Environmental Protection Department 

Providing Green Lifestyle Reward Platform 

MTR Corporation welcomes the latest recycling store GREEN@TSING YI* of the Environmental 
Protection Department (EPD), which was officially opened at Tsing Yi Station today (23 February). 
The Corporation also announces that its green lifestyle reward platform Carbon Wallet has 
launched a trial collaboration scheme with the GREEN$ of EPD for citizens to be rewarded by 
practicing green habits. 

MTR provides low-carbon public transportation services and is committed to implementing 
green initiatives across different businesses to reduce carbon emissions. It also leverages 
platforms including railway, stations and properties to promote green initiatives. Apart from 
installing solar panels at depots, the Corporation also showcases and trials various green 
initiatives at Hin Keng Station of Tuen Ma Line to strengthen the use of renewable energy. In 
addition, the Corporation provides water dispensers at 18 stations to encourage passengers to 
adopt a green lifestyle. It has also installed the first public reusable food container self-service 
lending machine in Hong Kong under the Reusable Food Container Scheme at Hong Kong 
Station and initiated a plastic reduction campaign for all food and beverage shops across the 
MTR network. 

GREEN@COMMUNITY in MTR Station 
GREEN@TSING YI commenced service on 1 February. Mr Tse Chin-wan, Secretary for 
Environment and Ecology officiated its opening today together with Ms Jeny Yeung, Managing 
Director - Hong Kong Transport Services of MTR Corporation, Hon Chan Han-pan, member of 
the Legislative Council, Mr Tang Huggin, Kwai Tsing District Officer, and Miss Lo Yuen-ting, 
member of the Kwai Tsing District Council. During the event, Mr Tse thanked MTR for its support 
in setting up GREEN@TSING YI. 

Tsing Yi Station is a crucial transportation hub for the community. The new recycling store will 
be a convenient location for passengers and residents in the district to submit designated 
recyclables and participate in clean recycling. The Corporation has maintained communication 
with the operator and the operations at GREEN@TSING YI have been smooth in general. 
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MTR’s Carbon Wallet becomes the first reward platform partner of EPD to promote 
recycling 
MTR is pleased that Carbon Wallet, a one-stop green lifestyle reward platform developed by its 
subsidiary, has recently become the first point conversion partner of EPD’s GREEN$ Electronic 
Participation Incentive Scheme to promote a green lifestyle. The trial collaboration scheme has 
connected the platforms of GREEN$ and Carbon Wallet so that GREEN$ members can convert 
GREEN$ points into Carbon Wallet points to redeem various green rewards, including free MTR 
rides and green products. A more diverse option of rewards can help encourage the public to 
participate in recycling and foster a green culture in the community in the long run.  

Carbon Wallet was established in 2021 and advocates a low-carbon lifestyle and sustainable 
consumption for cities. With its “Green In, Green Out” concept, Carbon Wallet encourages its 
users to earn points through carbon reduction actions and redeem various types of rewards 
that fulfill the principle of sustainable consumption. By promoting a holistic green lifestyle to its 
users and collaborating with local sustainable businesses, the platform also contributes to the 
development of a green ecosystem in Hong Kong. 

*Note: GREEN@TSING YI is located at the unpaid area of the Tung Chung Line Concourse, U2 Level of
Tsing Yi Station. Please visit the website of GREEN@Tsing Yi for more details.
http://www.wastereduction.gov.hk/en-hk/waste-reduction-
programme/greencommunity/greentsing-yi

-End-

About MTR Corporation 

To Keep Cities Moving, MTR makes encounters happen and rendezvous for a more connected tomorrow. As a recognised world-
class operator of sustainable rail transport services, we are a leader in safety, reliability, customer service and efficiency. 

MTR has extensive end-to-end railway expertise with 45 years of railway projects experience from design to planning and 
construction through to commissioning, maintenance and operations. Going beyond railway delivery and operation, MTR also 
creates and manages dynamic communities around its network through seamless integration of rail, commercial and property 
development. 

With more than 50,000 dedicated staff*, MTR carries over 10 million passenger journeys worldwide every weekday in Hong Kong, 
Mainland China, Australia, the United Kingdom and Sweden. Together, we Go Smart and Go Beyond.  

For more information about MTR Corporation, please visit www.mtr.com.hk. 

*includes our subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures in Hong Kong and worldwide

http://www.wastereduction.gov.hk/en-hk/waste-reduction-programme/greencommunity/greentsing-yi
http://www.wastereduction.gov.hk/en-hk/waste-reduction-programme/greencommunity/greentsing-yi
http://www.mtr.com.hk/
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1. GREEN@TSING YI, the Environmental Protection Department’s first GREEN@COMMUNITY 
recycling store set up in the MTR network, commenced service on 1 February at Tsing Yi 
Station. The new shop, which opens from 9:00am to 7:00pm daily, provides a convenient 
location for passengers and residents in the district to submit designated recyclables and 
participate in clean recycling. 

 

 
 

  



 

  

2. Mr Tse Chin-wan, Secretary for Environment and Ecology (2nd left); Ms Jeny Yeung, 
Managing Director - Hong Kong Transport Services of MTR Corporation (middle); Hon Chan 
Han-pan, Member of the Legislative Council (2nd right); and Mr Tang Huggin, Kwai Tsing 
District Officer (1st left); and Miss Lo Yuen-ting(1st right), member of the Kwai Tsing District 
Council took a group photo at the kick-off ceremony of GREEN@TSING YI today (23 February). 

 

 
 

3. MTR’s Carbon Wallet, a one-stop green lifestyle reward platform, has launched a trial 
collaboration scheme with GREEN$ of the Environmental Protection Department. 
GREEN$ members can convert the points into Carbon Wallet points to redeem various 
green rewards. 
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